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End of Days 2014-01-10

the idea of the complete annihilation of all life is a powerful and culturally universal concept as human societies around the globe

have produced creation myths so too have they created narratives concerning the apocalyptic destruction of their worlds this book

explores the idea of the apocalypse and its reception within culture and society bringing together 17 essays that explore both the

influence and innovation of apocalyptic ideas from classical greek and roman writings to the foreign policies of today s united

states

The CIA, the British Left and the Cold War 2013-10-23

shortly after it was founded in 1947 the cia launched a secret effort to win the cold war allegiance of the british left hugh wilford

traces the story of this campaign from its origins in washington dc to its impact on labour party politicians trade unionists and

bloomsbury intellectuals

ECHOES OF LIFE OR BEAUTIFUL GEMS OF POETRY AND PROSE 1890

welcome to 223b baker street the debut of sherlock holmes in the pages of the strand magazine introduced one of fiction s most

memorable heroes arthur conan doyle s spellbinding tales of mystery and detection along with holmes deep friendship with doctor

watson touched the hearts of fans worldwide and inspired imitations parodies songs art even erotica that continues to this very

day sherlock holmes edwardian parodies and pastiches 1900 1904 collects more than 55 pieces short stories poems newspaper

clippings and cartoons all published during the opening years of conan doyle s literary career included are works by mark twain p

g wodehouse bret harte and more also included are many of the original illustrations and more than 200 footnotes identifying

obscure words historical figures and events that readers were familiar with at the time peschel press 223b casebook series is

dedicated to publishing the fanfiction created by amateur and professional writers during conan doyle s lifetime each book covers

a particular era publication or writer and includes lively mini essays containing insights into the work conan doyle and those who

were inspired by him

Echoes of Life 1890

reprint of the original first published in 1875

Sherlock Holmes Edwardian Parodies and Pastiches I: 1900-1904 2015-08-28

innovative methods of marine ecosystem restoration offers a ray of hope in an increasingly gloomy scenario this book is the first

presentation of revolutionary new methods for restoring damaged marine ecosystems it discusses new techniques for greatly

increasing the recruitment growth survival and resistance to stress of marine ecosystems fisheries and eroding shorelines

maintaining biodiversity and productivity where it would be lost the book provides experimental proof that mild electrical

stimulation results in increased settlement increased growth and reduced mortality for a wide variety of marine organisms
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including corals oysters sponges sea grasses and salt marsh grasses in addition to the diversity of ecosystems and geographic

regions covered the contributors from fourteen nations across the globe make this work the first truly global study of marine

ecosystem restoration

The Pearl 2024-05-08

the gospel of matthew and its readers is a biblical commentary with a difference howard clarke first establishes contemporary

scholarship s mainstream view of matthew s gospel and then presents a sampling of the ways this text has been read understood

and applied through two millennia by referring forward to matthew s readers rather than back to the text s composers the book

exploits the tensions between what contemporary scholars understand to be the intent of the author of matthew and the quite

different indeed often eccentric and bizarre ways this text has been understood assimilated and applied over the years the

commentary is a testament to the ambiguities and elasticity of the text and a cogent reminder that interpretations are not fixed nor

texts immutably relevant and unlike other commentaries this one gives space to those who have questioned rejected or even

ridiculed matthew s messages since bible bashing like bible thumping is a historically significant part of the experience of reading

the bible

大和文華 1974

the arcane demons were always fearless but one night on new year s eve they re uncertain about the wrong time and the wrong

person they kill right before the night of the new century they kill the chief of the organisation called rogue and the new century is

meant for a war that concerned them by the morning of the year begins it all the signs of war and along comes the tangled

mysteries of the past murder of the chief and the revenge from rogue where they recreate a psychological disease that leads to

an apocalypse while it all happens on the demons expedition to just find what the conflict of the century is the murders the

revenge the pricking thorns of mysteries had all become a matter of living for him long ago he faced the merciless and for that he

had to be merciless too without choice but he could not face love any form of love was vulnerable within him at the turning point

of his life things become breathtaking and truly threaten him as the threat is his family the demons but later he finds out that the

threat is himself and it s his survival that can save his whole family after all nothing can take away the flame of archer wolf

The Pearl 1980-04-12

the computer revolution is upon us the future of books and of reading are debated will there be books in the next millennium will

we still be reading as uncertain as the answers to these questions might be as clear is the message about the value of the book

expressed by medieval writers the contributors to the volume the book and the magic of reading in the middle ages explore the

significance of the written document as the key icon of a whole era both philosophers and artists both poets and clerics

wholeheartedly subscribed to the notion that reading and writing represented essential epistemological tools for spiritual political

religious and philosophical quests to gain a deeper understanding of the cultural significance of the medieval book the

contributors to this volume examine pertinent statements by medieval philosophers and french german english spanish and italian
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poets

Innovative Methods of Marine Ecosystem Restoration 2012-12-04

historicist readings of the politics and ethics exhibited in a range of medieval texts including chaucer malory and the york corpus

christi plays critical historicist readings engage with the politics and ethics of selected medieval texts addressing a wide range of

literature and topics of enquiry langland chaucer and the pearl poet malory and the york corpus christi plays chivalric cultures

their forms of identity and mourning and the politics ethics and theology of some of the most fascinating writing in late medieval

england intended as a tribute to professor derek pearsall andreflecting his major contribution to medieval literary criticism they are

an important addition to the critical and historical study of the period david aers is james b duke professor of english and

professor of historical theology at duke university

Report of the ... Meeting 1893

well organized collection of over 60 columns on leadership excellence for nurses covering topics such as the challenges of being

new on the job what change really means managing resistance developing others in challenging times and coaching your boss

practical advice based on real circumstances in real healthcare organizations offering true to life examples and successful

solutions that apply to nurse leaders at all levels emphasis on self awareness reflecting the extensive research validating that the

more self aware we are the better leaders we become concrete and immediate solutions providing uncommon insight and

guidance for even the most intractable challenges

The Gospel of Matthew and Its Readers 2003-08-07

the oxford handbook of catholic theology provides a one volume introduction to all the major aspects of catholic theology part one

considers the nature of theological thinking and the major topics of catholic teaching including the triune god the creation and the

mission of the incarnate word it also covers the character of the christian sacramental life and the major themes of catholic moral

teaching the treatments in the first part of the handbook offer personal syntheses of catholic teaching but each offers an account

in accord with catholic theology as it is expressed in the second vatican council and authoritative documentation part two focuses

on the historical development of catholic theology an initial section offers essays on some of catholic theology s most important

sources between 200 and 1870 and the final section of the collection considers all the main movements and developments in

catholic theology across the world since 1870 this comprehensive volume features fifty six original contributions by some of the

best known names in current catholic theology from the americas europe asia and africa the chapters are written in an engaging

and easily comprehensible style functioning both as a scholarly reference and as a survey of the field there are no comparable

studies available in one volume and the book will be an indispensable reference for students of catholic theology at all levels and

in all contexts
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The Arcane Demons 2022-08-02

a washington post reporter shares details of his search for his white relatives a quest that took him to louisiana and into the heart

of slavery on a deeply personal quest that reflects on such issues as racism and interracial relationships

The Book and the Magic of Reading in the Middle Ages 2013-10-11

an insightful cultural history of the mythical self immolating bird from ancient egypt to contemporary pop culture by the author of

the book of gryphons library journal the phoenix which rises again and again from its own ashes has been a symbol of resilience

and renewal for thousands of years but how did this mythical bird come to play a part in cultures around the world and throughout

human history here mythologist joseph nigg presents a comprehensive biography of this legendary creature beginning in ancient

egypt nigg s sweeping narrative discusses the many myths and representations of the phoenix including legends of the chinese

where it was considered a sacred creature that presided over china s destiny classical greece and rome where it appears in the

writings of herodotus and ovid medieval christianity in which it came to embody the resurrection and in europe during the

renaissance when it was a popular emblem of royals nigg examines the various phoenix traditions the beliefs and tales

associated with them their symbolic and metaphoric use and their appearance in religion bestiaries and even contemporary

popular culture in which the ageless bird of renewal is employed as a mascot and logo an exceptional work of scholarship

publishers weekly

The pearl an anonymous English poem of the fourteenth century 2000

how was fdr s image constructed by himself and others as such a powerful icon in american memory in polls of historians and

political scientists franklin delano roosevelt consistently ranks among the top three american presidents roosevelt enjoyed an

enormous political and cultural reach one that stretched past his presidency and across the world a grand narrative of roosevelt s

crucial role in the twentieth century persists the notion that american ideology embodied by fdr overcame the depression and won

world war ii while fascism communism and imperialism and their ignoble figureheads fought one another to death in europe this

grand narrative is flawed and problematic legitimizing the united states s cultural diplomatic and military role in the world order but

it has meant that fdr continues to loom large in american culture in fdr in american memory sara polak analyzes roosevelt s

construction as a cultural icon in american memory from two perspectives first she examines him as a historical leader one who

carefully and intentionally built his public image focusing on fdr s use of media and his negotiation of the world as a disabled

person she shows how he consistently aligned himself with modernity and future proof narratives and modes of rhetoric second

polak looks at portrayals and negotiations of the fdr icon in cultural memory from the vantage point of the early twenty first

century drawing on recent and well known cultural artifacts including novels movies documentaries popular biographies museums

and memorials she demonstrates how fdr positioned himself as a rhetorically modern and powerful but ideologically almost empty

container that deliberate positioning polak writes continues to allow almost any narrative to adopt him as a relevant historical

example even now as a study of presidential image fashioning fdr in american memory will be of immediate relevance to present

day readers
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Medieval Literature and Historical Inquiry 2020-01-07

a visually stunning one of a kind history of the shimmering lustrous object of beauty that has mesmerized humankind for millennia

featuring 210 superb photographs 168 in full color pearls traces the evolution of the pearl from sacred icon to timeless aesthetic

symbol a history that spans 4 000 years shrink wrapped

Leading with Mastery and Heart 2019-03-28

one of the greatest novelists of the 20th century john steinbeck continues to be read and studied at all levels this encyclopedia

extensively overviews his life and writings included are roughly 1200 alphabetically arranged entries by more than 40 expert

contributors entries cover his works major characters family members and contemporaries influences and various special topics

related to his literary career many of the entries cite works for further reading and the encyclopedia closes with a selected general

bibliography known for his searing social criticism john steinbeck is one of the most popular and influential american writers of the

20th century his works are read and studied at all levels and have been made into films and though critics and scholars initially

found fault with his enormously popular works he is now widely recognizes as a master of his craft this encyclopedia provides an

extensive overview of his life and career and is accessible to high school students undergraduates and general readers presented

are roughly 1200 alphabetically arranged entries by more than 40 expert contributors these entries cover his works major

characters family members and contemporaries influences and a range of special topics

The Oxford Handbook of Catholic Theology 2001-05

ready to stand up and create positive change at work but reluctant to speak up true leadership doesn t always come from a

position of power or authority by teaching you skills and providing practical advice this handbook shows you how to engage your

coworkers and bosses and bring your ideas forward so that they are heard considered and acted upon authors carmen medina

and lois kelly once rebels themselves reveal ways to navigate your workplace avoid common mistakes and traps and overcome

the fears that may be holding you back you can achieve more success and less frustration help your organization do better work

and most important find more meaning and joy in what you do

Pearl's Secret 2016-11-04

small towns are like stagnant pools of water nothing changes much but when things do change they are noticed when howard

crenshaw a mysterious individual with seemingly no past appears in the small town of beesville he strikes fear and bewilderment

in the hearts of its residents as the days unfold jed porter the owner of the local café learns the truth of howard crenshaw s past

a truth of fear and love
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The Phoenix 2021-12-14

during the middle ages the arresting motif of the walled garden especially in its manifestation as a sacred or love inflected hortus

conclusus was a common literary device usually associated with the virgin mary or the lady of popular romance it appeared in

myriad literary and iconographic forms largely for its aesthetic decorative and symbolic qualities this study focuses on the more

complex metaphysical functions and meanings attached to it between 1100 and 1400 and in particular those associated with the

gardens of eden and the song of songs drawing on contemporary theories of gender gardens landscape and space it traces

specifically the resurfacing and reworking of the idea and image of the enclosed garden within the writings of medieval holy

women and other female coded texts in so doing it presents the enclosed garden as generator of a powerfully gendered

hermeneutic imprint within the medieval religious imaginary indeed as an alternative language used to articulate those highly

complex female coded approaches to god that came to dominate late medieval religiosity the book also responds to the eco turn

in our own troubled times that attempts to return the non human to the centre of public and private discourse the texts under

scrutiny therefore invite responses as both literary and garden spaces where form often reflects content and where their authors

are also diligent gardeners the apocryphal lives of adam and eve for example the horticulturally inflected hortus deliciarum of

herrad of hohenburg and the green philosophies of hildegard of bingen s scivias the visionary writings of gertrude the great and

mechthild of hackeborn collaborating within their helfta nunnery the middle english poem pearl and multiple reworkings of the

deeply problematic and increasingly sexualized garden enclosing the biblical figure of susanna

FDR in American Memory 1993

komaroff curator of islamic art los angeles county museum of art and carboni curator of islamic art metropolitan museum of art

produced this fine catalog to accompany a major show of ilkhanid as the mongol dynasty was called after conversion to islam art

exhibited at the authors museums in new york and los angeles in 2002 2003 most of the manuscripts metalwork textiles ceramics

and other finely decorated objects were created in iran many objects are also included from the yuan dynasty in china during

which the mongols ruled eight full length essays are built around the objects of the exhibition and other works all depicted in color

the essays describe the history culture courtly life artistic exchanges religious art arts of the book and creation of a new visual

language distributed by yale u press annotation copyrighted by book news inc portland or

Pearls 2006-09-30

this study is founded on several case studies which examine countries including thailand and uganda where impact analyses

were done on world bank loans dedicated to the expansion of higher education in science and technology these two countries

were chosen because they are in two different regions with dissimilar colonial histories and their loans are relatively recent a case

study on crossborder university partnerships also provides a model which other universities and development agencies may utilize

when positioning higher education as a poverty reduction strategy delivering extensive frontline information on education

international development and the challenges that follow this book also includes a review of poverty reduction strategies as well

as a theoretical framework that covers colonialism development and indigenous knowledge this research conducted on the world
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bank and the impact of its policies in two developing countries offers primary source information on work related to the topic a

major portion of the book looks at the effort put forth by u s universities in partnership with universities in developing countries for

the purpose of using knowledge creation and dissemination as a poverty reduction strategy the policy recommendations

presented are useful for international development agencies like the world bank and the model demonstrated can be used by

universities interested in cross border partnerships across lines of economic development this book will be invaluable to

educational researchers qualitative and ethnographic researchers international development specialists and scholars in

international education

A John Steinbeck Encyclopedia 2014-11-05

this work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important and is part of the knowledge base of civilization as we know

it this work was reproduced from the original artifact and remains as true to the original work as possible therefore you will see

the original copyright references library stamps as most of these works have been housed in our most important libraries around

the world and other notations in the work this work is in the public domain in the united states of america and possibly other

nations within the united states you may freely copy and distribute this work as no entity individual or corporate has a copyright

on the body of the work as a reproduction of a historical artifact this work may contain missing or blurred pages poor pictures

errant marks etc scholars believe and we concur that this work is important enough to be preserved reproduced and made

generally available to the public we appreciate your support of the preservation process and thank you for being an important part

of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant

Rebels at Work 2002-10

this book aims to both describe and analyze the way steinbeck learned the writing craft it begins with his immersion in the short

story some years after he stopped attending stanford university aside from a weak first novel his professional writing career began

with the publication in 1932 of the pastures of heaven stories set in the salinas valley and dedicated to his parents from that book

he wrote truly commanding stories such as the red pony intermixed with steinbeck s journalism about california s labor difficulties

his writing skill led to his 1930 masterpieces of mice and men in dubious battle and the grapes of wrath the latter novel winner of

the pulitzer prize for fiction in 1940 led eventually to his being awarded the nobel prize for literature in 1962 he continued

producing such wide ranging works as the pearl east of eden the winter of our discontent and travels with charley up to just a few

months before his death in 1968

How Howard Crenshaw Stopped the Flood 2021

online searching puts aspiring librarians working in all types of institutions on the fast track to becoming expert searchers the

intermediaries who unite information users with trusted sources that satisfy their information needs
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The Enclosed Garden and the Medieval Religious Imaginary 1971

medieval poetry in a series of original essays from leading literary scholars this companion offers a chronological sweep of

medieval poetry from old english to the great genres of romance narrative and alliterative poetry of the 15th century beginning in

the anglo saxon period the volume explores the old english language and its alliterative tradition before moving on to examine the

genres of heroic devotional wisdom and epic poetry culminating in a discussion of arguably the founding text of the english

literary canon the great epic beowulf in part two the companion moves on to discuss the linguistic and social changes brought

about as a result of the norman conquest exploring how this influenced the development of literary genres essays probe the shifts

and continuities in genres such as lyric chronicle and dream vision and the emergence of new genres such as popular and courtly

romance and drama a particular focus is the continuation of the alliterative tradition from the anglo saxon period to the fifteenth

century a series of chapters on major authors including chaucer gower and langland provide fresh approaches to reading and

studying key texts such as the canterbury tales piers plowman and sir gawain and the green knight finally the collection examines

cultural change at the close of the medieval period and the variety of literature produced in the long fifteenth century including

writing by and for women scots poetry clerical and courtly works and secular and sacred drama

Bibliography of the Indian Ocean 1923

april kyle a prostitute from spenser s past comes back into his life with deadly complications

Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries for the Fiscal Year ... with

Appendixes 1922

let the games begin in their overabundance of free time the gods grew bored and decided to create challenging battles of wits to

spice things up their opponent humanity a select few players called apostles meet the gods on the spiritual realm s playing field

to beat the deities at their own games a former god named leshea has woken after sleeping for thousands of years and her first

demand is to meet this era s very best player she is introduced to fay an acclaimed rookie apostle together they plan to challenge

the gods and win the ultimate prize but no one in human history has managed to clear ten games because the gods can be

capricious outrageous and sometimes downright incomprehensible in the face of absurdity what can the apostles do but enjoy the

contest to its fullest

Fisheries and Market for Fishery Products in Mexico, Central America, South America,

West Indies, and Bermudas 1923
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Report of the United States Commissioner of Fisheries 2002

The Legacy of Genghis Khan 1996

Huntia 1894

A Descriptive and Classified Catalogue of Portraits of Queen Elizabeth 2011

Higher Education and Global Poverty 2016-08-26

PEARL AN ANONYMOUS ENGLISH POE 1993

Jazz on Film and Video in the Library of Congress 2017-03-15

John Steinbeck 2023

Online Searching 2010-04-12
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